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Interior-Treasures stands for an unparalleled level of high-end interior design with offices in 
Monaco, The Netherlands and Qatar.

Having successfully realised a large number of projects throughout the years, we have gained 
the expertise to perfectly capture the vision and lifestyle of our clients and to convert these 

into a design that truly reflects their taste.

At Interior-Treasures we design, manufacture and install bespoke projects all across the globe.

We create interiors that exceed all expectations; combining visionary designs, innovative techniques, 
an impeccable eye for detail and a vast network of affiliated production partners.

Through the years the vision of Interior-Treasures has both remained true to itself as well as ambitious, 
allowing our brand ethos to evolve to what it is today.
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Interior-Treasures has been an endeavour stemmed 
from both passion and inspiration. 

 Our focus is to deliver a level of quality, service and innovation 
that leaves no room for compromise.

The initial inspiration came from unique craftsmanship of glass, 
which has been the essence of our origin.

This has developed over the decades to combine rare and 
complex materials and ideas to result in a niched project that 

brings satisfaction and many years of enjoyment to our clients.

Having started from one office in the Netherlands to then set 
up in Monaco and now Qatar, we pride ourselves upon 

delivering a level of expectation that our clients demand.

I am highly driven to see our inspirations continually evolve 
and to ensure that our clients understand how important 
attention to detail remains paramount to our company.

From the most simple briefs to complex guidelines, 
Interior-Treasures is there to provide the absolute best across 
all disciplines from concept and design right through to final 

project delivery.

A word from our founder 

Mr. Marieux van den Broek



Since its inception in 1978, Interior-Treasures has taken considerable steps to position itself as a global
interior architecture organisation. 

Having started in Eindhoven, the Netherlands, the growth of the company resulted in a considerable 
expansion in terms of its workforce, whilst maintaining the initial DNA 

that the company was founded upon. 

Many of the staff have been with the company since its formation, this has allowed for the company ethos 
and values to be maintained throughout.

Interior-Treasures then established an office in Monaco due to the number of projects 
throughout Europe.

To cater the Middle East client base Interior-Treasures started an office 
and showroom / art gallery in Doha, Qatar.

The vision of the company remains both true to itself and 
ambitious. The wishes of the client being realised remains 

the utmost priority. 

Interior-Treasures achieves this by remaining ahead of the curve in terms of materials, technology and 
design concepts.

Due to the profiles of our clients and the sensitivity of the projects at hand, 
client confidentiality remains a virtue that Interior-Treasures holds very dear. 

Our offices operate by appointment only, both to ensure the discretion required for our clients and the 
ability to truly understand their wishes in a private and relaxed environment.

HERITAGE
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OUR PROCESS
From an interior dream to a real-life fantasy.

Each of our projects is unique and asks for a tailored approach. Wether you are 
looking to redecorate your living room or to renovate your entire corporation, we 

can create any of your interior projects from design to realisation.



To uncover your dream interior, we need to fully understand your design preferences. To esta-
blish this, we invite you to our introduction session where you can tell us all about your interior 

dreams. We learn about your wishes, aesthetic taste, lifestyle, culture, 
colour preferences and inspirations.

If you then feel confident about working with us, we will plan our inspirational session during 
which we present our first learnings. Together we will go through multiple ideas and 

style proposals to further identify your vision as well as your practical needs and objectives.

Based on all our discoveries we will then create a concept which will be the guideline for your 
design. During the next step we will develop a detailed creative proposal that reflects all of your 

interior wishes. Throughout this phase we will frequently present our progress to make sure 
your vision will be met.

At the final presentation we will reveal the grand design. You will be guided through the result by 
sketches, 3D renders, floorplans and product details. The complementing mood boards will give 

you the opportunity to truly sense the atmosphere of each area. All components together will 
reflect your dream interior.

UNCOVER

After we have uncovered your dream design, we will begin the development phase. Starting by 
translating the overall design to technical plans. Depending on the project these will 

include full dimensional layouts, MEP drawings, cross sections and ceiling plans. In addition, 
we will provide preliminary technical furniture- and lighting drawings.

The design- and technical plans together will be used to find the best suited 
contractors, furniture craftsmen and artists for your project. Relying on our trusted 

partners and worldwide network we are sure that your project will meet our 
high quality standards respecting the best price-performance ratio.

After the final agreement on all design aspects, we will start the production and installation 
phase. We will confirm the furniture production, order all materials and arrange the total 

installation plan. Our team will monitor the progress closely to make sure that your interior dream 
will be realised to perfection.

CREATE

CAPTURE



Our ultimate goal within residential projects is to create a home that truly accentuates 
the lifestyle of its residents.

By understanding the key-characteristics reflecting your interests and passions we 
create an interior concept that fits your personality perfectly.

Through several private consultations the design evolves. Going from rough 
concept-drawings and sketches to refined 3D impressions, from global layout 

floorplans to complete technical drawings and basic color schemes to detailed material 
selections. Each phase is of the essence to elevate your project to an exceptional result.

RESIDENTIAL









Within corporate projects we aim to ensure that the brand identity will be reflected in the interior 
design. By combining functionality and atmosphere we create a statement-office that will leave a 

lasting impression on your visitors.

Practicality remains key. The design will incorporate a multitude of factors to ensure that the area is 
utilized to its full potential.

Through several consultations we will develop a concept that displays both the prominence of your 
executive boardroom as well as the welcoming ambiance of the common areas. Leading to an 

end-result which will reflect your ambitions in abundance.

CORPORATE







COMMERCIAL
Over the years Interior-Treasures has realised a variety of projects within the retail- and fashion 

industries. Making us experts in understanding the importance of revenue-maximization through a 
combination of eye-catching design, functionality and space utilization.

We dive deep into the brand ethos, investigating both its heritage and future goals. By doing this 
we blend with the brand and create an interior concept that enhances its DNA.

Acknowledging the importance of daily revenues, we accurately plan
the production- and installation phases to deliver an exceptional result

within reasonable time.





Yachts hold a special place in our portfolio. We have often been requested by valued 
clients to design their yachts complementary to their homes. Granting us the opportu-

nity to establish close relations with respected shipyards.  

Within a yachting project it is of the highest essence that all regulations are obtained. 
At Interior-Treasures we have gathered the expertise and understanding to create inte-

riors which implement these guidelines without compromising the design.

Cutting-edge technology and innovative use of materials will contribute to an unparal-
leled design giving your yacht the absolute wow-factor.  

YACHTS





We consider our projects complete when they are complemented by art.
We highly believe that it brings the finishing touch and the extra dimension that makes 

our projects excel.

When it comes to art, we source for extraordinary pieces across the globe.
Aside from sourcing these items we also, often work on projects that ask for something 
truly unique. In this case, our artists and designers head for the drawing board to create 

an artwork that will exceed all of your expectations.
Complementing your project 100%.

ART & SCULPTURES





We love to engage in special endeavours.

At Interior-Treasures we keep on challenging our imagination, which over the years, has 
led to the development of multiple successful furniture collections. Each one of them 

highlighting our passion for Crystal and Art.

These exclusive collections contain master pieces that are true works of art which will 
illuminate any interior they are presented in.
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